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Abstract—Every Web session involves a DNS resolution. While,
in the last decade, we witnessed a promising trend towards an
encrypted Web in general, DNS encryption has only recently
gained traction with the standardisation of DNS over TLS (DoT)
and DNS over HTTPS (DoH). Meanwhile, the rapid rise of QUIC
deployment has now opened up an exciting opportunity to utilise
the same protocol to not only encrypt Web communications, but
also DNS. In this paper, we evaluate this benefit of using QUIC
to coalesce name resolution via DNS over QUIC (DoQ), and Web
content delivery via HTTP/3 (H3) with 0-RTT. We compare this
scenario using several possible combinations where H3 is used in
conjunction with DoH and DoQ, as well as the unencrypted DNS
over UDP (DoUDP). We observe, that when using H3 1-RTT, page
load times with DoH can get inflated by >30% over fixed-line
and by >50% over mobile when compared to unencrypted DNS
with DoUDP. However, this cost of encryption can be drastically
reduced when encrypted connections are coalesced (DoQ + H3
0-RTT), thereby reducing the page load times by 1/3 over fixed-
line and 1/2 over mobile, overall making connection coalescing
with QUIC the best option for encrypted communication on the
Internet.

Index Terms—QUIC, Web, HTTP/3, DNS

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the last decade, with the increased privacy awareness
amongst individuals, the Web slowly started becoming en-
crypted [1, 2]. However, encrypted DNS has only recently
gained traction with the standardisation of DNS over TLS
(DoT) [3] and DNS over HTTPS (DoH) [4], where in to-
day’s Internet unencrypted DNS resolution using DNS over
UDP (DoUDP) remains the default [5]. Hence, despite the
encryption of the actual Web content, the browsing behaviors
of individuals can still be observed, enabling third parties to
create trackable user profiles [6–9].

To counter this problem, today’s browsers offer to encrypt
DNS traffic using DoH [10], enabling users to opt-in into en-
crypted DNS with a public DNS resolver [11] of their choice.
While DoH adds privacy to the DNS, hence enabling Web
Privacy By Design, it remains rarely used, and is inherently
limited by the underlying protocols: Multiple studies evaluate
the impact of DoH and DoT on Web performance, finding
that they are constrained by head-of-line blocking of the TCP
connection, as well as the multiple round-trips required for the
handshake of the TCP and TLS sessions [12–18].

To overcome these inherent limitations of TCP and TLS,
the QUIC transport protocol has recently been standardized,
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coalesce name resolution with DoQ and Web content delivery with H3
0−RTT over a single QUIC connection.

Fig. 1: Web Browsing over different unencrypted and encrypted DNS
protocols using both H3 0-RTT and H3 1-RTT combinations.

offering multiplexing support to address head-of-line block-
ing, and overcoming the handshake limitations by combining
the transport and encryption handshake into a single round-
trip [19]. Moreover, QUIC can also leverage 0−RTT in order
to send application data within the first round-trip, effectively
nullifying the handshake overhead altogether. QUIC was de-
signed in tandem with HTTP/3 with focus on the encrypted
Web: While H3 leverages QUIC as a transport protocol,
requests can be multiplexed over a single QUIC connection,
greatly reducing the overhead of HTTP/2 and HTTP/1.1 which
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are required to establish multiple TCP and TLS sessions
in order to avoid head-of-line blocking [20]. Hence, recent
studies show that H3 improves over HTTP/2, finding reduced
page load times (PLTs) for H3 while being less affected by
packet loss and delay [21, 22], yet highlighting the importance
of configuration choice for the performance of QUIC [23].
Moreover, encrypted DNS also benefits from QUIC, where
the recently standardized DNS over QUIC (DoQ) [24, 25]
improves over DoH and DoT [26]. Evaluating the impact on
Web performance, it is shown that DoQ improves over DoH
with up to 10% faster page loads on simple Web pages, and
DoQ resulting in only 2% slower page loads in comparison to
DoUDP on complex web pages.

Hence, QUIC greatly improves on the notion of Web Pri-
vacy By Design: where DoQ primarily benefits from faster
handshakes, H3 avoids multiple handshakes by multiplexing
requests over a single connection. Both protocols improve
within their own layers, but the combination of DoQ and H3
significantly improves over DoH with HTTP/2. A typical Web
browsing scenario over these protocols is depicted in Fig. 1a.

However, even when using QUIC for both DoQ and H3,
the improvements are still uncoupled. Yet, CDN providers like
Cloudflare offer both public DNS services using DoQ and Web
content delivery using H3 on the same edge infrastructure [27]:
Consequently, DNS resolution using DoQ, and preceding H3
requests to a web page hosted by the same CDN, will both
be served using QUIC from the same infrastructure, offering
optimization potential. The fresh H3 request to the web server
happens over the same QUIC connection. This is exactly
where our proposed QUIC connection coalescing is applicable
as shown in Fig. 1b. For example, Cloudflare can majorly
benefit from their existing setup to utilise QUIC to coalesce
name resolution via DoQ and simultaneously execute Web
content delivery using H3 with 0-RTT. By doing so, the Web
communication is not only private but also becomes faster by
reusing the same underlying QUIC connection.

In this paper, we evaluate the cross-layer interactions of
QUIC, DNS, and H3, analyzing the benefits of using QUIC to
coalesce name resolution with DoQ and Web content delivery
with H3 0−RTT. To this end, we present a measurement
setup that automates DNS resolution and Web browsing while
emulating network conditions of a user at the edge based on
real-world datasets for both fixed- and mobile-access network
technologies. We find, that page load times using DoH can
get inflated by >30% over fixed-line and by >50% over
mobile when compared to unencrypted DNS with DoUDP,
reflecting the cost of encrypted DNS using DoH. Taking Web
Privacy By Design to the next level, we coalesce DoQ and H3
0−RTT connections, thereby reducing page load times by 1/3
over fixed-line and 1/2 over mobile in comparison to existing
setup, overall making connection coalescing with QUIC the
best option for encrypted communication on the Internet.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: We first
present our methodology in Section II, followed by detailing
our findings in Section III. Afterwards, Section IV discusses
the Limitations and Future Work, after which we conclude the

TABLE I: Average values obtained from FCC’s Measuring Broad-
band America and ERRANT datasets

Access
Technology Delay (ms) Download (Mbps) Upload (Mbps)

Fiber 14.8 99.9 109.1
Cable 25.2 165.1 11.6
DSL 42.4 10.7 0.8
4G 91.9 54.0 21.2

4G medium 104.5 28.7 4.2

paper with Section V.

II. METHODOLOGY

To evaluate QUIC connection coalescing using DoQ + H3
0−RTT, our measurement setup automates DNS resolution
and Web browsing while emulating network conditions of a
user at the edge. It is based on real-world datasets for both
fixed and mobile-access network technologies. Moreover, we
compare this optimized approach to different combinations of
H3 in conjunction with DoH and the unencrypted DoUDP
due to their prevalence in today’s browsers. To this end, the
measurement setup decouples the DNS resolution from the
actual web page loading on the client side, where the DNS and
the H3 server run in the same process on the server side; as a
design choice, we measure one DNS resolution to normalise
the impact of DNS across different websites (see Section IV).

The measurement scenario is web browsing where
Chromium [28] is used to measure page load times of three
categories of web pages: an HTML page (example.org), an
HTML page with javascript assets (wikipedia.org) and an
HTML page with javascript assets, CSS and cookies (insta-
gram.com). These web pages are chosen since they require
only a single domain resolution to fully fetch the web page,
i.e., all resources are fetched from the same host, and all HTTP
requests are sent to it. To access a web page, first the domain
name of the web page requested is resolved using DoQ, DoH,
or DoUDP. Following, H3 is used to connect to the resolved
IP address in order to directly fetch the content and render
it within the browser. During this step, QUIC connection
coalescing is simulated by using a QUIC 0−RTT handshake
within Chromium’s H3 request, i.e., sending the HTTP request
in conjunction with the first QUIC handshake packet.

The setup is encapsulated in Linux network namespaces,
enabling separating client and server into different network
domains. Following this, different network conditions are
simulated using netem for fiber, cable, DSL and 4G. For 4G,
two variations are used: 4G with good signal quality (referred
to as 4G), as well as 4G with medium signal quality (4G
medium). Table I shows the delay as well as bandwidth values
that are applied for the different scenarios which are based
on empirical data: FCC’s Measuring Broadband America
dataset [29] is used to represent the fixed broadband scenarios,
whereas the ERRANT dataset [30, 31] is used for mobile
wireless access technologies. The delays and bandwidth are
controlled using netem, where delay is always meant in the
sense of two-way delay, i.e., the round-trip time (RTT), where
the on-way delay is assumed to be symmetrical.
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Fig. 2: CDF of the QUIC handshake connect duration H3 for 1-RTT
and 0-RTT, as well as DoQ 1-RTT for all scenarios. The values are
normalized by the delay that was applied during the measurement to
show how these metrics scale with round-trips.

To enable this setup, several changes were made to the
open source tools CoreDNS [32] and Chromium. CoreDNS
was extended to additionally run an H3 server in order to
share TLS information, resulting in an executable that runs
both servers with the same certificates and session ticket keys.
Moreover, Chromium was modified to support importing and
exporting TLS session information, enabling 0-RTT and TLS
session resumption following browser restarts.

In order to enable the reproduction of our findings, we have
made the raw data of our measurements as well as the analysis
scripts and supplementary files publicly available1.

III. EVALUATION

In order to evaluate QUIC connection coalescing, we first
investigate the interaction of QUIC with DoQ and H3 in
Section III-A, followed by an evaluation of the overhead of
DoQ and DoH in comparison to the unencrypted DoUDP
in Section III-B. Finally, we perform a detailed analysis of
the web performance for the combination of all three DNS
protocols with H3 1−RTT as well as 0−RTT, highlighting
the benefits of QUIC connection coalescing in Section III-C.

A. On QUIC’s Interaction with Application Layer Protocols

Within this section we illustrate how the QUIC handshake
interacts with H3 as well as its scaling capability over various
network conditions. As part of the evaluation, Fig. 2 shows two
relevant metrics for H3: connect duration (i.e., connectEnd -
connectStart)2 and DoQ QUIC handshake duration measured
in the DNS proxy. The connect duration is measured for both
H3 with a 0-RTT and 1-RTT QUIC handshake. It is observed
that H3 1-RTT connect times appear to roughly correspond to
DoQ handshake times. This was verified by looking at netlogs
and calculating the timespan between the client sending the
initial and the last handshake packet (i.e., the FIN message),
which appears to be at most around one millisecond lower
than the reported connect time. This is the last message before
the client sends its HTTP GET which means that the connect
duration for 0-RTT accurately reflects the time it takes for the
client to send its GET request. As a result, the H3 0-RTT

1https://github.com/justus237/DoQ-H3-analysis
2https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/API/Performance API/
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Fig. 3: CDF of the QUIC handshake connect duration H3 for 1-
RTT and 0-RTT, as well as DoQ 1-RTT. For fiber, the difference
between HTTP 0-RTT and 1-RTT is large because the RTT is relatively
low and thus the processing delay has a higher share. For 4G, the
difference between 0-RTT and 1-RTT is small compared to other
access technologies because the processing delay is small in proportion
to the RTT.

connect time is a valid metric to look at while measuring how
long it takes until the first request is sent.

As expected, the plot shows that there is a difference
between H3 0-RTT and 1-RTT of much less than one round-
trip. The median for the connect duration of H3 0-RTT is 1.17
round-trips, which increases to 1.40 round-trips for 1-RTT (for
comparison, DoQ has a median of 1.43 round-trips). However
there is also a distinct step pattern visible in the distribution.
While the values provided are normalized by the round-trip
times for the access technologies, these steps are in fact caused
by the difference between access technologies, meaning that
the access technologies scale differently.

Figs. 3a and 3b reflect how the access technologies scale
for fiber and 4G scenario respectively. It is observed from
Fig. 3a that the distributions for connect times have a long
tail in the high percentiles. 1-RTT shows a relatively large left
tail from the minimum (i.e., 0th percentile, 1.25 round-trips)
to around the 20th percentile (1.56 round-trips). We already
know, the minimum for 0-RTT is 1.12 round-trips and the P20
value is 1.21 round-trips. As all data points are scaled by the
same factor for a particular access technology, it means that
the actual data itself for 0-RTT has less variation compared to
1-RTT. The median number of round-trips for 0-RTT is 1.23,
which increases to 1.61 round-trips for 1-RTT (difference of
0.38 round-trips).

Comparing this observation to the difference in round-trips
for 4G in Fig. 3b, we observe that the median for 1-RTT
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Fig. 4: CDF of DNS exchange duration in multiples of round trip
times for all scenarios. Only DoUDP scales with the number of
expected round-trips.

increases to 1.12 from 1.06 round-trips as for 0-RTT. The
plot also shows how the different steps in Fig. 2 correspond
to different access technologies despite normalizing by delay.
Looking at the 0-RTT distribution, the step from P0 to P20
corresponds to the data shown in Fig. 3b. The step from
P20 to P40 corresponds to 4G medium, the one from P40
to P60 is for cable, P60 to P80 is for fiber and lastly, P80
to P100 is for DSL. In addition to this, Fig. 3b also shows
that 4G handshake time scales better with RTT while having
less variation, thereby covering a smaller range of values. The
minimum and maximum values for 0-RTT are 1.02 and 1.07
round-trips respectively.

Takeaway: The overhead of client and/or server-side
processing delay is relatively large for measurement setups
where a low RTT access technology is emulated. While,
in absolute terms, the processing delay is the same for
access technologies with high RTTs, it weighs in much less
relatively, resulting in the observed differences between H3
0-RTT and 1-RTT to be small in that case. However, 0-RTT
still shows connect times.

B. On DNS Overheads

To evaluate the overhead of DoQ and DoH in comparison to
unencrypted DoUDP, we analyze the scaling factor for all the
measured DNS protocols in terms of lookup times/exchange
times (i.e. handshake times + query times). The data points are
normalized by the scenario’s delay where the expected values
are: DoUDP does not require any connection setup round-trips,
and we do not find any timeouts in our measurements; hence,
the complete DNS exchange should take one round-trip in
total. For DoQ, we assume QUIC Address Validation
Using Retry Packets is disabled; hence, the DoQ hand-
shake takes one round-trip. For DoQ, the handshake is without
address validation which means it takes one round-trip. By
adding the DNS query on top of that, DNS resolution then
takes two round-trips in total. DoH is run with TLS 1.3 and
thus the handshake takes two round-trips; adding the query
time results in a total of three round-trips.

Fig. 4 shows the normalized lookups for all the three DNS
protocols. It is observed from the plot that there are steps in
the distribution for DoQ and DoH but not for DoUDP. The
median for DoUDP is 1.03 round-trips whereas the maximum
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Fig. 5: CDF of DNS exchange duration in multiples of RTT. Only
DoUDP scales with the number of expected round-trips. The differ-
ence between DoQ and DoH is also one round-trip.

is 1.16 round-trips. For DoQ, the median is 2.50 round-trips,
the minimum is 2.07 round-trips and the maximum is 3.00
round-trips. For DoH, we see this increases by almost exactly
one round-trip where the median is 3.43 round-trips having a
minimum of 3.05 round-trips and a maximum of 3.89 round-
trips. This means that while both DoQ and DoH do not appear
to exhibit the expected number of round-trips for the whole
DNS lookup, the difference between them is roughly one
round-trip. The five steps in 20 percentile intervals are visible
for DoQ as well as DoH and represent the different access
technology scenarios. Since DoUDP scales with delay as per
expectation, the overhead is likely not caused by any socket
setup or network stack delay.

To confirm the above claim, Figs. 5a and 5b show the
CDF of DNS exchange duration for the fiber and 4G setups
respectively. The left tail for lower percentiles visible in the
fiber plot for DoQ are also visible for DoH. The minimum (i.e.,
best case) for DoQ is 2.36 round-trips whereas for DoH it is
3.34 round-trips. The median, however, increases to 2.78 and
3.71 round-trips for DoQ and DoH respectively. Compared
to 4G, the minimum for DoQ is 2.08 round-trips with a
median of 2.13. For DoH, this increases by almost exactly one
round-trip to 3.05 and 3.12 round-trips. This shows that the
range of values for 4G is much smaller, meaning there is less
variation in the data and there is no long tail as well. Analysing
other access technology scenarios, the left tail appears to be
the largest for fiber whereas it gets smaller when looking at
scenarios with higher delay.
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Fig. 6: CDF of TCP RTT, DoUDP lookups, DoQ queries, and DoQ
handshakes, for all Scenarios. In theory, all these metrics (except for
DoQ handshake durations) should take one round-trip.

Finally, there exists one access technology where the differ-
ence between DoQ and DoH is not equivalent to one round-
trip. Namely, in the case of DSL, the median of DoQ is 2.94
round-trips, while for DoH it is 3.51 round trips. This means
that in this case, DoQ seems to have increased delay, despite
the fact that Bandwidth-Delay Product (BDP) should be high
enough. This increase is caused by higher than normal query
duration. Note that the median DoQ query duration for DSL
is 1.37 round-trips (min 1.35, max 1.42). For other access
technologies the median is between 1 to 1.05 round-trips with
no noticeable outliers for minimum or maximum values.

Digging deeper into this aspect, the measurement also
contains data for the RTT of TCP (i.e., client sends a SYN and
server responds with a SYN-ACK). The TCP round-trip times
are analyzed to inspect whether the reason for the unusual
scaling of DoH is rooted in something related to the TCP
handshake or the TCP network stack itself. Since DoQ is run
over UDP, the DoUDP can be used as the UDP socket setup
time. The insights from above then indicate that at least for
DoQ, the increased delay is not caused by anything related to
the UDP stack and is likely caused by the QUIC stack.

Fig. 6a shows the TCP RTT, DoUDP lookup times, DoQ
handshake times and DoQ query times. It is observed that for
most of the data points, the scaling of DoUDP (median 1.03
RTTs), TCP RTT (1.07 RTTs) and DoQ query times (median
1.04 RTTs) are as expected. Explicitly, for DoQ query times,
the increase for DSL is visible from P80 to P100.

There is also a noticeable increase in round-trips for this

percentile range of TCP RTT. These data points belong to
samples from the cable scenario, depicted in Fig. 6b. Here
TCP RTT performs worse compared to both DoUDP lookups
and DoQ query times across all percentiles. It is to be noted
that the minimum value for TCP RTT is 1.10 round-trips, the
median is 1.26 and the maximum is 1.27. On the contrary,
DoUDP is at most 1.06 round-trips whereas DoQ queries are
at most 1.13 round-trips.

Takeaway: DNS over QUIC shows expected improvements
over DoH due its handshake requiring less RTTs, resulting
in the DNS exchange duration of DoQ being roughly one
round-trip faster in comparison to DoH for all scenarios
except DSL. Moreover, lower RTT access technologies
exhibit longer left tails, which eventually get smaller with
increasing delay.

C. On Interactions of H3 Across Different DNS Protocols
We perform experiments for three DNS protocols DoQ,

DoH, and DoUDP, where DoH and DoUDP represent the
encrypted and unencrypted DNS protocols commonly used
in current web browsers. Each DNS protocol is combined
with both H3 0−RTT and H3 1−RTT web performance
measurements. A common web browsing scenario is defined
as using DoUDP with H3 which is a realistic setup that likely
provides the best performance with the caveat of DNS being
unencrypted. DoQ with H3 0−RTT is referred to as QUIC
connection coalescing as it represents the emulated optimized
QUIC setup. Correspondingly, DoQ with H3 1−RTT is re-
ferred to as DoQ whereas DoH + H3 1−RTT is referred to
as DoH. There are also permutations of DoUDP and DoH in
combination with H3 0−RTT which are not investigated in this
paper. The different access technology scenarios are not dis-
tributed evenly due to measurement interruptions. The sample
sizes are as follows: fiber 68,934, DSL 68,928, 4G 68,922,
cable 68,916 and 4G medium 68,916. For the same reason,
the sample sizes for the measurements are also not distributed
evenly: example.org 114,924, wikipedia.org 114,882 and in-
stagram.com 114,810. These web pages were downloaded on
June 8th, 2022 for the purpose of experimentation.

As DNS resolution is decoupled from the web browser,
the DNS lookup time is added to the PLT web performance
metric for H3 web performance measurement. Recall that one
of our goals is to analyze how an optimized QUIC setup could
perform. This is approximated by calculating the PLT for the
setup where DoQ is used for DNS resolution and consequently
Chromium is used to connect to the H3 server using a QUIC
0−RTT handshake. Such a coalesced QUIC connection would
take one round-trip for the initial QUIC connection (without
address validation), another round-trip for the DNS query and
a third round-trip for the H3 SETTINGS exchange. After that
the actual H3 GET request and corresponding response takes
place. Importantly, the SETTINGS exchange adds a round-
trip because it is not implicitly done with the initial QUIC
handshake or the DNS exchange. This results in three round-
trips until the client sends its GET request, which is the same
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and DoH + H3 1−RTT. QUIC connection coalescing is equal to the baseline when replaying the wiki page over fiber.

number of round-trips as the non QUIC coalescing scenario
with DoQ and normal H3. This means that only the processing
delay for the client and the server where they know the
SETTINGS parameters beforehand and the server not having
to send its certificate twice are subtracted from the overall web
performance of normal H3 with DoQ.

The first set of experiment provides an overview of the
median PLT increase for all the considered access technologies
and web pages. The relative increase over the DoUDP + H3
1−RTT baseline is calculated for three protocol combinations:
QUIC connection coalescing, DoQ and DoH. The relative
increase is calculated using median values for both the pro-
tocol combinations (i.e., baseline and the comparator). The
measurement is performed for a specific access technology
and web page combination where the web pages are ordered
by complexity horizontally. Note, the example page is a
single HTML document whereas the wikipedia page includes
Javascript in the HTML document to build the web page
by fetching a single Javascript resource. On the contrary,
the instagram page requires parsing and execution of seven
Javascript resources (including React.js), two style sheets and
finally produces a cookie popup banner while loading. The
access technology scenarios are sorted by their delay vertically.

We observe from Fig. 7 that DoH setup has the highest
relative increase across all web pages and access technologies.
For the example page over 4G medium, it also has the overall
worst case relative PLT increase of 53.7%. Additionally, for
all the three protocol setups, the highest relative increase is
observed for the example page. For almost all cases the relative
increase for the wikipedia page is comparatively greater than
that of the instagram page. This follows from the web page
complexity as the instagram page is more resource-full and
render time intensive than the wikipedia page. However, there
is one exception to this for the fiber scenario of QUIC con-
nection coalescing setup, whereby the PLTs for the simulated
optimized QUIC connection coalescing setup are on average

better than the DoUDP baseline by 0.05%. Lastly, we observe
that for a lot of the web page columns, the performance of
the access technologies degrade in an order of the respective
RTT (delay). However, there are quite a few exceptions to this.
For example, the relative increase for the DoQ setup over the
baseline for the example page is highest in case of the DSL
scenario as opposed to the 4G or the 4G medium one. On the
other hand, loading the instagram page over DSL using the
DoH setup (5.84%) observes lower relative increase than that
of fiber (6.03%).

In the second set of experiment, we show the relative PLT
increase in more detail. The distribution of the relative increase
of all the PLTs (i.e., not just the median) over the median of
DoUDP baseline are shown in Fig. 8. Note that in theory,
the relative increase can be calculated using the value of the
baseline for the same measurement run, since all protocol
combinations are measured in every single run. However,
the advantage of using the median is that the distribution of
the data points relative to each other (data point represents
frequency/probability) stays the same in comparison to the
distribution of the absolute PLT values.

We observe that for the fiber scenario, measuring the exam-
ple page over H3 1−RTT produces a distribution where there
are two steps to the CDF along with two distinct PLT values
that occur more frequently as opposed to a normal distribution
centered around one value. This happens at the 60th percentile,
i.e., 60% of the data points are likely centered around one PLT
value and the remaining 40% around another, higher one. To
dig deeper, we investigate the other web performance metrics.
It is observed from the data that this split in values is first
visible for the domInteractive metric. Before that, responseEnd
doesn’t have split values. This means that the root cause
behind such distinct central values is not related to fetching the
web page, instead they are a result of building the Document
Object Model (DOM). Additionally, this happens when gzip
is disabled and not from decoding the HTML document.
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Fig. 8: Grid of CDFs showing the relative increase of QUIC connection coalescing (i.e. DoQ + H3 0−RTT), DoQ + H3 1−RTT, and DoH +
H3 1−RTT over the horizontal DoUDP baseline for the five access technologies and the three web pages. Relative changes between the protocol
combinations are affected by both of these dimensions.

Another observation specific to the example page is that
for all access technologies excluding fiber, there is a short
left tail in the distribution upto the 10th percentile. For
example, in case of cable the P10 relative increase for DoQ
scenario is 14.5%, while the P20 value is 19.6% and the
corresponding median is 21.8%. These tails are a result of
both the handshake time having left tails, as shown above
along with the time it takes to fetch additional resources plus
the rendering time. For example, the distributions of the time
between responseEnd and loadEventStart has similar short left
tails. For the wikipedia page there is a longer left tail compared
to the example page across all access technologies, however
for the instagram page, there is no left tail visible at all.

Overall, Fig. 8 demonstrates that both dimensions (i.e. web
page and access technology) have an effect on the relative

increase over the DoUDP baseline as well as the difference
between the protocol setups. Specifically for the simplest web
page, i.e. the example page, the differences in percentage
points between the protocol combinations are the largest, and
for the instagram page, the differences between them are sig-
nificantly reduced. This apparently happens as the time spent
by the browser in parsing the HTML documents, building the
DOM and executing Javascript increases, henceforth the DNS
and H3 connection setup times have less influence on the total
PLT. With increasing complexity of the web page, the potential
time saving (in relation to the time it takes to load a page)
from changing the underlying protocols used for DNS and H3
significantly decreases.

The difference between DoQ and DoH scales with the
round-trip time (except for the DSL measurement, see § III-B).
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However, the difference between H3 0−RTT and 1−RTT does
not, as can be seen in Fig. 8 as well. For instance, observing
the fiber scenario with the lowest round-trip time for the
wikipedia page, the difference in medians between the QUIC
connection coalescing setup and DoQ is 4.0 percent points. On
the other hand, the difference between the medians of DoQ and
DoH is 2.3 percent points. However, with increasing round-
trip times (i.e., CDFs below fiber in the same column), the
percentage point difference between DoQ and DoH increases.
For example, in case of 4G, it increases to 10.4 percent points,
while the difference in medians between DoQ and QUIC
connection coalescing decreases to 1.8 percent points. The
same effect is visible in the distributions for the instagram
page where fiber 0−RTT (at the median) scenario saves 2.7
percent points while transitioning from DoH to DoQ saves 2.1
percent points. For 4G, these values are 1.6 percent points and
6.6 percent points respectively. Since all data points within a
CDF are scaled by the same median value, this observation
also holds for the absolute PLTs.

Overall, these observations mean that with increasing delay
between the client and server, the potential time savings
(relative to the PLT) of 0−RTT decreases, while the savings
for using DoQ instead of DoH increases as time spent by the
browser in rendering is less affected by delay. However, it is
still slightly affected by delay because of resources that need
to be fetched after the base HTML document is retrieved.

To summarize, Fig. 9 shows as a CDF, the relative PLT
increase (at the median) for the relevant protocol combinations
to the DoUDP baseline. Each protocol combination has 15 data
points in the CDF, one for each [web page, access technol-
ogy] tuple. As explained above, the baseline is a common
web browsing scenario over unencrypted DNS. The QUIC
connection coalescing setup can only match it for one tuple
where the median relative increase is 7.3%. For a DoQ setup,
the median is slightly higher at 10.8%. Finally the DoH setup,
which is a protocol combination that is present in Chromium
right now, has an average relative increase of 14.7%. In the
worst case, QUIC connection coalescing exhibits an increase
of 26.0%, DoQ at 31.9% and DoH at 53.7% respectively.

The percentage point difference between DoH and DoQ
in the worst case is much larger than the one between

DoQ and QUIC connection coalescing. This means that for
worst case scenarios, an end-user can drastically improve
their performance by using DoQ. On the contrary, the end-
user gains relatively less performance under a unified QUIC
connection for DNS and H3. This, however, comes with the
caveat that 0−RTT does not actually save a full round-trip due
to H3’s SETTINGS exchange. If this exchange were made
earlier, e.g., by piggybacking the DNS request and response
or even the initial QUIC handshake, a full round-trip could be
saved, thereby making the performance closer to the baseline
DoUDP + H3 1-RTT setup. However, out of the encrypted
DNS protocols, QUIC connection coalescing setup is still the
best option for a fast private web browsing experience.

Takeaway: Using H3 1−RTT, page load times with DoH
can get inflated by >30% over fixed-line and by >50% over
mobile compared to unencrypted DoUDP. However, cost of
encryption is substantially reduced when encrypted con-
nections are coalesced using DoQ + H3 0−RTT, thereby
reducing the page load times by 1/3 over fixed-line and 1/2
over mobile compared to the existing setup. Overall, our
findings show that QUIC connection coalescing is the best
option for encrypted communication on the Internet.

IV. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

There are a few noticeable limitations. First, the presented
findings represent an emulated setup where the DNS name
resolution had to be decoupled from the web browsing process.
Secondly, the use case of measuring an HTML page over an
emulated fiber connection shows that the page load times have
two central values. While considering all web performance
metrics, we find that this split happens after the web page is
already fetched while building the DOM. Yet, we were not able
to investigate the root cause of this behavior. The measurement
setup to evaluate QUIC connection coalescing using DOQ +
H3 for 0−RTT is limited to web pages having a single DNS
resolution. As such, the setup itself is currently implemented
with a single H3 web server that serves as a directory to replay
web pages. However, all resources being served by the same
host is an uncommon scenario on the Web, since most web
pages use third-party resources. Moreover, for websites with
several DNS resolutions, a scaling factor can be applied to the
results presented in the paper.

We plan to further refine the introduced concept of QUIC
connection coalescing in the future. For instance, Chromium
will be extended with support for DoQ in order to couple DNS
resolution with web browsing, resulting in a measurement
setup capable of QUIC connection coalescing. This will also
extend the methodology to web pages with more than one
DNS resolution, enabling the measurement of arbitrary web
pages. We also plan to extend the setup to emulate packet
loss and cross-traffic network conditions. Finally, while we
use DoH with HTTP/2 as the current de-facto standard for
encrypted DNS on the web, DNS over HTTP/3 (DoH3) is
expected to gain traction in the coming month. Though not



widely supported, Google has added DoH3 to their public
DNS service as well as Android in July 2022 [33]. Cloudflare
has also added DoH3 support to their public DNS service
in March 2022 [34]. Hence, we plan to extend our work
with DoH3 further by blurring the boundaries between DNS
resolution and Web content delivery.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we evaluated the cross-layer interactions of
QUIC, DNS, and H3, highlighting the benefits of using QUIC
to coalesce name resolution via DNS over QUIC and Web
content delivery via H3 with 0−RTT. With the introduced
measurement setup, we performed automated measurements of
DNS resolution and Web browsing while emulating network
conditions based on real-world datasets for both fixed-line
and mobile-access network technologies. Our findings show
that page load times using DNS over HTTPS can get inflated
by >30% over fixed-line and by >50% over mobile when
compared to unencrypted DNS over UDP, reflecting the cost
of encrypted DNS. Taking Web Privacy By Design to the
next level, we coalesced DNS over QUIC and H3 0−RTT
connections. With reduced page load times by 1/3 over fixed-
line and 1/2 over mobile compared to existing Web browsing
setup, our findings highlight that QUIC connection coalescing
is currently the best option for encrypted communication on
the Internet.
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